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Property Description

LAWD is pleased to present for sale Pejar Park (The Property). A signature offering of
highly improved pastures set in a premier location overlooking the impressive Pejar Dam.
The Property provides the perfect opportunity as a bolt on to an existing enterprise or ideal
rural lifestyle for investors seeking to build their dream home, while benefiting from the
genuine commercial scale of the property.

Total area - 473* hectares (1,166.8* acres), comprising gently undulating rolling hills
boasting six* kilometres of frontage to Pejar Dam. Soils combine an enviable mix of red
basalt and granite derivative soil types supporting productive phalaris and clover pastures
capable of carrying 5,500* DSE or 11.6* DSE per hectare.

Take your pick of the numerous superb building sites with panoramic views overlooking the
Pejar Dam to create your dream country estate. Upper Lachlan Shire Council zoning
presents a minimum lot size to build a dwelling of 100* hectares.

Water is secured from multiple sources including a three* megalitre stock and domestic
water licence from Pejar Dam that via a solar pump supplies a closed loop reticulated water
system to ten* concrete troughs plus a network of 23* dams, multiple springs and two
creeks.

Quality fencing suited for both sheep and cattle subdivide the grazing area into 22* main
paddocks. A central laneway system links these paddocks to the cattle yards.

Operational Improvements include a new Proway cattle yards with bugle force, curved race,
drafting pound, veterinary crush and loading ramp, 130* tonne grain storage silos, hayshed
and outpost sheep yards.

The Property is ideally located 25* kilometres to both Crookwell and Goulburn within the
Southern Tablelands of New South Wales, being a convenient 177* kilometres mainly
freeway drive from the M5/M7 intersection at south west Sydney.

Pejar Park is for sale by Private Treaty for $6,500,000

For further information on this exciting opportunity, please contact the below personnel:

Col Medway
Senior Director | LAWD
+61 428 481 423
colmedway@lawd.com.au

Tim Corcoran
Director | LAWD
+61 407 893 935
timcorcoran@lawd.com.au

Col Medway
0428481243

Tim Corcoran
0407893935

LAWD
Suite 1, Level 47, North Tower, 80 Collins Street...
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